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Abstract

Spatial reasoning is a fundamental building
block of human cognition, used in represent-
ing, grounding, and reasoning about physi-
cal and abstract concepts. We propose a
novel benchmark focused on assessing infer-
ential properties of statements with spatial
prepositions. The benchmark includes original
datasets in English and Romanian and aims to
probe the limits of reasoning about spatial rela-
tions in large language models. We use prompt
engineering to study the performance of two
families of large language models, PaLM and
GPT-3, on our benchmark. Our results show
considerable variability in the performance of
smaller and larger models, as well as across
prompts and languages. However, none of the
models reaches human performance.1

1 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) are becoming in-
creasingly human-like in their performance on
many tasks, but are still not on par with more ad-
vanced aspects of human cognition (Choi, 2022).
On the other hand, they are showing emerging ca-
pabilities that were previously thought beyond their
limits, such as grounding conceptual spaces (Patel
and Pavlick, 2022). Currently, many questions are
open regarding the limits of reasoning in LLMs and
how they compare to humans in cognitive domains
that require a deeper understanding of the world.

One such domain is spatial reasoning, which is
a fundamental part of human cognition (Regier,
1996; Herskovits, 2009; Gärdenfors, 2014). This
type of reasoning is relevant not only for the repre-
sentation, prediction and manipulation of physical
objects, but also for representing and performing in-
ferences with abstract concepts. This is reflected in
common uses of spatial prepositions, which tradi-
tionally indicate location, but are also used to refer

1The data is available at https://github.com/google-
research/language/tree/master/language/spatial_prep.

to abstract states, forces or goals. For example, one
can be “in Paris” or “under a tree” (physical loca-
tions), but one can also be “in trouble” or “under
sedation” (abstract concepts).

Given their lack of embodied spatial experience
and the scarcity of commonsense knowledge in
training data (Gordon and Van Durme, 2013), we
hypothesise that LLMs have may difficulties rea-
soning about physical and abstract spatial relations.

We investigate this using a novel benchmark for
assessing inferences on sentences containing spa-
tial prepositions. The sentences are designed to be
easy for humans, but non-trivial for models that
cannot differentiate between uses of prepositions
with different concepts. Our task has similarities
with other NLI tasks (Bowman et al., 2015).

This paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose a novel benchmark, available in

English and Romanian, to probe a model’s ability
to reason with spatial prepositions in physical and
abstract domain, through compositional statements.

• We assess two families of large language mod-
els, PaLM (Chowdhery et al., 2022) and GPT-3
(Brown et al., 2020) and compare them each other
and against human performance on the benchmark.
We find that performance varies considerably with
model size, prompt setup and language. However,
none of the models reaches human performance.

2 Related Work

To investigate commonsense spatial reasoning, Liu
et al. (2022) introduced a benchmark focused on
assessing the relative size of objects, as well as
positional relationships between humans and ob-
jects during various actions. Yatskar et al. (2016)
extracted a dataset of commonsense spatial relation-
ships from a large corpus where this information
appears implicitly. Weston et al. (2015) proposed a
set of toy tasks for questions answering, including
positional reasoning, while Mirzaee et al. (2021) in-
troduced SpartQA, a dataset of challenging textual
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First premise Second premise Potential conclusion Holds?

John is in the crib the crib is in the living room John is in the living room
John is in the newspaper the newspaper is in the kitchen John is in the kitchen

the helmet is above the scooter the scooter is above the parking lot the helmet is above the parking lot
the helmet is above the scooter the scooter is above my pay grade the helmet is above my pay grade

the robot is in the tent the tent is under the bridge the robot is under the bridge
the robot is in the building the building is under construction the robot is under construction

Table 1: Examples showcasing our benchmark on reasoning with spatial prepositions. Each example consists
of two premises and a conclusion. The composition of the premises can be transitive (the conclusion holds) or
intransitive (the conclusion does not hold). Similar examples are present in the Romanian version of the dataset.

commonsense spatial relationships.
In contrast to these studies, our benchmark pro-

poses the additional challenge of using spatial
prepositions to refer to abstract concepts in ad-
dition to physical relationships. Reasoning with
metaphorical and literal statements has been pre-
viously studied (Coms, a et al., 2022), but here we
focus specifically on spatial prepositions.

3 Dataset

We create small, manually-curated datasets, in-
tended to be used as a benchmark, and not for
training purposes. Each dataset consists of 400
class-balanced items. As illustrated in Table 1,
each item consists of:

• premise1: “X is [prep1] Y”
• premise2: “Y is [prep2] Z”
• conclusion: “X is [prep3] Z”

where prep is a spatial preposition such as “in” or
“on” and prep3 is one of {prep1, prep2}. Given
the premises, the conclusion may or may not hold.

In the case of congruent compositions, the con-
clusion holds, typically indicating a similar type
of spatial relationship. For example, if “John is in
the crib” and “the crib is in the living room”, the
conclusion “John is in the living room” holds.

On the other hand, in the incongruent composi-
tions, the spatial prepositions in each premise refers
to a different type of relation, such as through a
conceptual metaphor, and the conclusion does not
hold. However, the items are designed such that
without a deep understanding of the commonsense
semantics of the spatial prepositions, a mistaken
interpretation is possible, leading to the false im-
pression that the conclusion holds. For example, if
“John is in the newspaper” and “the newspaper is in
the kitchen”, the conclusion “John is in the kitchen”
does not hold. In this example, the spatial prepo-
sition “in” is used differently in the two premises:

in the first premise, it refers to an abstract con-
cept (inclusion as content in a newspaper), while in
the second premise it refers to a physical location.
Hence, in this example, combining the premises
does not validate the conclusion.

The items are class-balanced: for every con-
gruent item that uses prepositions {prep1, prep2,
prep3} there is an incongruent item containing the
same prepositions in sequence.

We release datasets in English and in Romanian.
For both languages, each item was created by a
native or a proficient speaker of the language, and
always independently verified by another native
speaker. In the process of creating items, we aimed
to cover common cases for each chosen spatial
preposition in order to create a representative sam-
ple of spatial preposition semantics. The creation
of items was assisted by standard dictionaries with
usage examples for each preposition. For a dis-
cussion on the limitations of the data generation
process, please refer to Section 7.

In English, we use the spatial prepositions “in”,
“at”, “on”, “with”, “under” , “above” and “behind”.
In Romanian, we use their equivalents “în”, “la”,
“pe”, “cu”, and “sub”, respectively2. The use of
prepositions is different in the two languages and
hence the datasets are not direct translations of each
other, but reflect the semantics of each language.
The distribution of prepositions is shown in Table 2.

To validate the benchmark, we asked English-
speaking and Romanian-speaking adults to answer
dataset questions of the form “if {premise1} and
{premise2}, does that imply that {conclusion}?”
with “yes” or “no”. The respondents were told that
the aim was to collect a set of commonsense re-

2In Romanian, the preposition “în” takes the form “într-
un” or “într-o”, when followed by an indefinite masculine or
feminine noun, respectively. We do not use the Romanian
equivalent of the English “above” and “behind” because they
are used more seldom in combinations of interest for this task.
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Prep. Count PaLM GPT-3 Avg. Human8b 62b 62b-1.3 540b Flan Ada Babb. Curie DaVinci LLM

above 186 52.3 62.9 72.8 80.3 88.5 49.2 52.2 51.1 75.8 64.2 94.5
at 146 51.8 68.0 71.7 85.4 88.1 51.6 52.7 53.7 83.4 66.9 92.6

behind 148 54.7 59.2 68.0 76.4 70.9 52.5 51.1 50.7 76.1 62.1 89.8
in 250 56.5 72.3 75.9 89.1 86.4 51.2 54.0 51.6 88.2 68.9 96.2
on 228 52.6 69.0 70.0 82.6 86.1 51.3 55.1 51.0 81.5 66.1 91.1

under 202 53.8 60.2 65.5 79.9 80.9 50.0 53.5 45.2 75.0 62.3 94.7
with 40 52.5 68.3 69.2 89.2 90.0 53.8 56.7 50.0 85.0 68.0 100.0

cu 126 57.4 50.8 61.3 64.6 82.8 56.6 56.9 52.4 78.6 61.9 90.8
la 220 60.5 50.2 62.8 72.4 88.2 52.4 57.7 52.0 76.7 63.2 93.3
pe 222 58.1 50.2 63.4 72.8 84.8 58.6 54.7 51.8 81.5 63.5 91.0
sub 242 53.6 50.9 53.6 71.2 82.5 58.0 56.2 51.9 76.0 60.9 90.5
în 390 60.0 50.6 60.6 78.5 85.6 55.6 55.6 50.3 81.6 63.7 95.0

Table 2: The number of occurrences of each preposition in our dataset, alongside the accuracy (in percentage) of
humans and LLMs on items containing each preposition.

sponses from humans and compare them to LLMs
responses, which they consented to. The respon-
dents were not paid. Each respondent answered
20 randomly-selected questions from the dataset.
As a response quality measure, we only included
the responses where the accuracy for congruent
questions, which we consider easier, was above
75%. We thus obtained responses from 27 English-
speaking and 23 Romanian-speaking adults. This
allows the detection of an effect size of 0.56 and
0.61, respectively, at alpha 0.05 and power 0.8.
The results are shown in Table 3.

4 Large Language Models Evaluation

We evaluated the performance of PaLM (Chowd-
hery et al., 2022) in different sizes: 540b, 62b
(the original model, as well as the model trained
to 1.3T tokens as explained in their Appendix
F) and 8b, as well as Flan-PaLM-540b (Chung
et al., 2022). We also evaluated GPT-3 (Brown
et al., 2020) Ada (text-ada-001), Babbage
(text-babbage-001), Curie (text-curie-001)
and DaVinci (text-davinci-003).

We prompted the models with questions of the
form “if {premise1} and {premise2}, does that im-
ply that {conclusion}?”. We tested the LLMs with
0-shot, 1-shot and 5-shot prompts. In few-shot set-
tings, each example was prefixed with 1 or 5 differ-
ent randomly-selected examples from the dataset,
each followed by its correct answer (“yes” or “no”).

We assessed LLMs in a binary-choice setup of
the benchmark. The models were asked to score the
strings “yes” and “no” (and their Romanian equiva-
lents) given as candidate continuations to the above
prompt. An example was labelled as correct if
the log likelihood score of the correct continuation

string was higher than the log likelihood score of
the incorrect continuation.

To mitigate prompt sensitivity (Lu et al., 2022;
Cao et al., 2021), we used multiple prompt vari-
ations, as detailed in Appendix A. We report the
best prompt performance for each model and setup.
For each best prompt, we obtained confidence in-
tervals by randomly sampling sets of 20 responses,
similarly to the format of the humans responses.

As a baseline, we ran the same experiment us-
ing only the conclusion as a prompt, in the form:
“{conclusion}?”. This can probe whether the per-
formance might be explained by the likelihood of
the conclusion only. We report the results for the
highest-scoring baseline value across all models.

As an alternative to the binary-choice setup, our
benchmark can also be used in a generative setting.
This can be useful for assessing LLMs for open-
ended or conversational applications. To illustrate
this use of the benchmark, we performed a genera-
tive assessment of the largest model, PaLM-540b.
The setup was identical to the above, except that
the model was asked to generate 10 tokens in re-
sponse to the given prompt, and responses were
scored accordingly (see Appendix B for details).

An additional experiment involving the negation
of congruent sentences is presented in Appendix C.

5 Results

As shown in Table 3, human accuracy was 93.51%
for English and 92.6% for Romanian. LLM perfor-
mance varied considerably across models, with the
number of shots and across languages. The highest
LLM accuracies were recorded from PaLM-540b
with 5-shot prompting at 85.67% in English, and
Flan-PaLM-540b with 5-shot prompting at 84.83%
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Mean accuracy [95% C.I.]
Model English Romanian

0-shot 1-shot 5-shot 0-shot 1-shot 5-shot

PaLM-8b 53.00 53.00 55.25 60.25 55.25 59.00
[48.0-58.0] [48.0-58.0] [50.2-60.2] [55.3-65.1] [50.2-60.2] [54.0-63.9]

PaLM-62b 56.25 69.25 72.25 50.25 50.50 51.00
[51.2-61.2] [64.5-73.7] [67.6-76.6] [45.2-55.3] [45.5-55.5] [46.0-56.0]

PaLM-62b-1.3 60.50 74.00 78.00 58.50 54.25 64.00
[55.5-65.3] [69.4-78.2] [73.6-82.0] [53.5-63.4] [49.2-59.2] [59.1-68.7]

PaLM-540b 78.25 83.50 87.00 65.75 70.25 84.25
[73.9-82.2] [79.5-87.0] [83.3-90.1] [60.9-70.4] [65.5-74.7] [80.3-87.7]

Flan-PaLM-540b 83.00 82.75 86.75 83.25 86.25 85.50
[79.0-86.6] [78.7-86.3] [83.0-89.9] [79.2-86.8] [82.5-89.5] [81.7-88.8]

GPT-3-Ada 50.00 50.75 55.25 54.50 52.50 61.50
[45.0-55.0] [45.7-55.8] [50.2-60.2] [49.5-59.5] [47.5-57.5] [56.5-66.3]

GPT-3-Babbage 50.25 53.00 57.00 60.50 53.75 54.00
[45.2-55.3] [48.0-58.0] [52.0-61.9] [55.5-65.3] [48.7-58.7] [49.0-59.0]

GPT-3-Curie 50.25 48.25 52.75 51.25 51.25 51.75
[45.2-55.3] [43.3-53.3] [47.7-57.7] [46.2-56.2] [46.2-56.2] [46.7-56.7]

GPT-3-DaVinci 83.00 81.75 78.25 80.25 79.75 77.75
[79.0-86.6] [77.6-85.4] [73.9-82.2] [76.0-84.0] [75.5-83.6] [73.4-81.7]

Baseline 71.75 66.25 71.00 65.25 65.25 68.50
(conclusion only) [67.1-76.1] [61.4-70.9] [66.3-75.4] [60.4-69.9] [60.4-69.9] [63.7-73.0]

Generative 72.75 82.00 88.25 62.38 60.25 82.00
(PaLM-540b) [68.10-77.06] [77.88-85.64] [84.69-91.24] [57.30-67.02] [55.27-65.08] [77.88-85.64]

Human 93.51 92.60
[91.8-95.3] [90.1-95.1]

Table 3: Performance of LLMs and humans on the spatial prepositions reasoning task in English and in Romanian.
The best performance for each LLM across prompts is shown. Models with the best overlapping accuracy are
highlighted. We include results for a baseline where the models made a response to the conclusion only, and for a
generative experiment where PaLM-540b freely generated responses to the questions.

for Romanian. We also observed strong perfor-
mance in the 5-shot generative setting, at 87.67%
for English and 80% for Romanian.

The largest models (PaLM-540b, Flan-PaLM-
540b and GPT-3-DaVinci) performed consistently
better than the smaller models. Interestingly,
PaLM-540b greatly benefited from 5-shot prompt-
ing in Romanian, whereas GPT-3-DaVinci showed
slightly worse results with more shots.

Smaller GPT-3 models and PaLM-8b almost al-
ways performed close to chance level, whereas
the other PaLM models benefited from few-shot
prompts in English. We observed that some of the
smaller models had consistent class bias, consis-
tently answering “no” and thus scoring predomi-
nantly correctly on incongruent items only.

The performance of the models on the baseline
examples suggests that a small part of the perfor-
mance can be explained by the likelihood of the
conclusion only, and not just reasoning capacity.
However, as in all baseline cases the performance

does not approach that of the original examples,
the likelihood of the conclusion is not sufficient to
explain the performance of the models.

The overall performance was better for the En-
glish than for the Romanian dataset particularly in
the case of PaLM models, including in the genera-
tive experiment. We expected this gap, in line with
results from other multilingual tasks (Dumitrescu
et al., 2021; Artetxe et al., 2020).

As shown in Table 2, performance varied across
models for individual prepositions. There was only
partial alignment in preposition accuracies between
humans and LLMs. Humans performed best on
items containing “with” and “in” in English, and
“în” and “la” in Romanian, while performing worst
on “behind” in English, which partially reflects
the performance averaged across models. In con-
trast, the models made relatively more mistakes on
“under”. While Flan-PaLM-540b had better over-
all accuracy, its performance on “in” was slightly
lower compared to the other larger models, and it
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had more relative difficulty with “behind”. Mean-
while, GPT-3-DaVinci had more relative difficulty
with “above” and “under”. Other prepositions show
less clear agreement across models. Given these re-
sults, the distribution of prepositions in the dataset
should be considered a factor that influences the
reported accuracies.

6 Conclusions

We have introduced a novel and challenging bench-
mark for commonsense reasoning with spatial
prepositions in multiple conceptual domains, and
provided initial results on two families of LLMs.
The task is part of our efforts towards investigating
the limits of foundational reasoning in LLMs.

Our task captures highly variable performance
scores across LLMs, with smaller LLMs typically
performing at chance level and larger models ap-
proaching, but not reaching, human performance.
The range of performance on this task makes it
suitable as a checkpoint in examining trade-offs
in models size and performance, particularly when
complex or abstract reasoning is involved. We hope
to encourage the development of more tasks that
capture the building blocks of reasoning in LLMs.

7 Limitations

Our benchmark aims to provide a representative
assessment for the capability of LLMs to operate
across different meanings of spatial prepositions.
We used a wide range of examples that cover an
exemplary but not exhaustive range of spatial lan-
guage; it was not in the scope of the study to cap-
ture all prepositions or constructions that indicate
spatiality, but rather a representative set.

Due to the richness and uniqueness of the many
expressions involving spatial prepositions, a rigor-
ous description of the lexical meanings of preposi-
tions has been a long-standing challenge in linguis-
tics (Herskovits, 2009) and is beyond the scope of
this study. Nevertheless, for reference, we provide
in Table 4 an estimation of preposition frequency in
a Wikipedia corpus, alongside the number of senses
found in a dictionary as a proxy for the number of
senses of each preposition. As can be observed,
the number of senses is not proportional to corpus
frequency. Moreover, each preposition might pref-
erentially collocate with different verbs, and hence
be more difficult to use in our dataset, where we
chose the standard format “X is [prep1] Y”. This is
one reason why the preposition “with” is relatively

Prep. Wiki. count Dict. entries

in 516438 28
with 151830 25

at 82579 15
on 136415 44

above 5775 5
under 14618 8
behind 2789 3

în 657525 20
pe 176677 43
la 293601 27
cu 217508 28
sub 19903 13

Table 4: The frequency of each preposition based
on a Wikipedia corpus estimation (Goldhahn et al.,
2012), alongside the number of entries as deter-
mined from a standard dictionary: Cambridge Dictio-
nary (https://dictionary.cambridge.org/) and Dexonline
(https://dexonline.ro/).

underrepresented in our dataset. Future extensions
to our dataset could introduce more flexibility in
the form of the items and allow for additional types
of constructions.

Finally, prepositions cue space and concepts dif-
ferently across languages. As there is no bijective
correspondence of spatial prepositions across lan-
guages, an absolute performance comparison be-
tween languages is not possible with the approach
proposed here. We are investigating a more geo-
metric grounding approach by training multimodal
classifiers similar to Patel and Pavlick (2022) which
would sharpen the cross-linguistic comparison in
geometric space.

In spite of these limitations, we believe that our
benchmark can provides an insightful measure re-
garding the ability of LLMs to handle spatial prepo-
sitions used in different semantic registers, and a
challenge with good scaling across model size and
task setup.

8 Ethical Risks

The authors manually ensured that the items in-
cluded in the proposed datasets do not contain of-
fensive, unfair or otherwise unethical content. Prior
to release, the datasets were seen by at least 3 other
NLP researchers, who did not raise any concerns
regarding the content.
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A Appendix: Prompts

We consider the following types of prompts for as-
sessing LLM performance on the preposition tran-
sitivity benchmark:

1. “If {premise1} and {premise2}, does that im-
ply that {conclusion}?”

2. “Q: If {premise1} and {premise2}, does that
imply that {conclusion}? A:”,

3. “Question: If {premise1} and {premise2},
does that imply that {conclusion}? Answer:”,

4. “QUESTION: If {premise1} and {premise2},
does that imply that {conclusion}? AN-
SWER:”,

We made small variations to these four prompts
(e.g. by adding quotes of different types around the
premises and conclusions, and spaces or delimiters
at the end of the prompt) to obtain up to 48 prompts.

For an initial assessment of the performance dif-
ferences among different prompts, we performed
two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests on the per-
formance of the prompts on the original three
PaLM models. For the baseline prompts, only
0.44% of all pairwise prompt combinations had a
p-value smaller than 0.05 before correction for mul-
tiple comparisons. For the task questions, we found
an overlap of 6.96%. The small overlap between
prompt performance suggests that the models are
highly sensitive to prompts.

B Appendix: Generative Experiment

The generative experiment is intended to illustrate
an alternative, open-ended way in which our bench-
mark can be used to explore LLM responses.

A preliminary analysis of the responses to the
benchmark questions revealed that most answers
consisted of either “yes” or “no”, or an undeter-
mined response, such as generating a new simi-
lar question without providing an answer. Most
times, we did not find that the response attempted
to meaningfully reason through the question; this
was expected because the questions do not lend
themselves to reasoning steps.

Based on the preliminary inspection of the gen-
erated responses, we defined the following scoring
scheme. We labelled a response as correct if the
correct label (“yes” or “no”) appeared among the
generated tokens and the incorrect label did not. If
none or both labels were present in the response,
it was labelled as ambiguous. Otherwise, if only
the incorrect label appeared in the response, we
labelled it as incorrect. We scored the responses by
assigning scores of 1, 0.5 and 0 to correct, ambigu-
ous and incorrect responses, respectively.

We ran this experiment with five different tem-
perature parameter values between 0 and 1. We
found that a lower temperature produced the best
results most of the time, and hence report the re-
sults for a temperature value of 0.

C Appendix: Negated Congruent
Sentences

As an additional baseline and diagnostic tool, we
assessed the performance of PaLM models on a
dataset consisting of the congruent sentences and
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Mean accuracy [95% C.I.]
Model English Romanian

0-shot 1-shot 5-shot 0-shot 1-shot 5-shot

PaLM-8b 69.83 74.06 66.08 70.00 71.25 64.00
[65.1-74.3] [69.5-78.3] [61.2-70.7] [65.2-74.5] [66.5-75.6] [59.1-68.7]

PaLM-62b 59.10 64.59 80.05 50.75 57.00 53.25
[54.1-64.0] [59.7-69.3] [75.8-83.9] [45.7-55.8] [52.0-61.9] [48.2-58.2]

PaLM-62b-1.3 60.10 78.30 86.03 72.00 66.50 75.00
[55.1-64.9] [73.9-82.2] [82.3-89.3] [67.3-76.3] [61.6-71.1] [70.5-79.2]

PaLM-540b 80.30 86.53 92.27 65.00 77.75 89.50
[76.1-84.1] [82.8-89.7] [89.2-94.7] [60.1-69.7] [73.4-81.7] [86.1-92.3]

Flan-PaLM-540b 97.01 97.26 96.51 95.25 99.00 99.75
[94.8-98.4] [95.1-98.6] [94.2-98.1] [92.7-97.1] [97.5-99.7] [98.6-100.0]

Table 5: Performance of LLMs on the negated congruent sentences experiment, described in Appendix C.

their negation only. In negated form, sentences of
the form “If John is in the crib and the crib is in
the living room, does that imply that John is in
the living room?” became “If John is in the crib
and the crib is in the living room, does that imply
that John is not in the living room?”. This dataset
is class-balanced, as the answer for the congruent
sentences is always “yes”, and the answer to their
negation is always “no”.

The results are shown in Table 5. In most cases,
the models show visibly better performance com-
pared to the original benchmark. This performance
gap suggests that the models have additional dif-
ficulty with incongruent questions, where an indi-
vidual spatial preposition refers to distinct types of
spatial relationships.
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